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Abstract. About 22 mio m$^3$ of rock fell from a cliff near the village of Randa (10 km north of Zermatt, Switzerland) on 18 April 1991. A second retrogressive rockslide of about 7 mio m$^3$ followed on 9 May 1991. At present, a rock mass situated above the scarp is still slowly moving toward the valley, involving several mio m$^3$ of rock.

A kinematic approach to study of this well-documented rockslide was made “a posteriori” in order to identify the parameters relevant to the detection of such failures involving large volumes of rock. A 3-D model of the pre-rockslide geometry is presented, and is used to interpret the geostructural, hydrogeological, and chronological data.

The steepness of the cliff, the massive lithology (mainly orthogneiss), the location on a topographic ridge outcropping at the confluence between a glacial cirque and the main valley, and the existence of previous events of instability were the pre-existing field conditions that affected the stability of the area. The structural cause of instability was a 30$^\circ$ dipping, more than 500-m-long, persistent fault, which cut the base of the rock face. Together with a steeply dipping set of persistent joints, this basal discontinuity delimited a 20-mio-m$^3$ rock block, with a potential sliding direction approximately parallel to the axis of the valley. To the North, the fractures delimiting the unstable mass were less persistent and separated by rock bridges; this rock volume acted as key block.

This topographic and structural configuration was freed from glacier support about 15000 years BP. The various mechanisms of degradation that led to the final loss of equilibrium required various amounts of time. During the late- and post-glacial periods, seismic activity and weathering of the orthogneiss along the fissure network due to infiltration of meteoric water, joined to reduce the mechanical resistance of the sliding surfaces and the rocks bridges. In addition, crystallisation of clay minerals due to mineralogical alteration of the fault gouge accumulated along the sliding surface, reducing its angle of internal friction, and sealing the surface against water circulation. Once this basal fracture began to act as an aquiclude, the seasonal increase of the hydraulic head in the fissures promoted hydraulic fracturing on the highly stressed edges of the key block. Acceleration of this mechanical degradation occurred during the 20-year period before the 1991 rockslides, giving rise to an increasing rockfall activity, that constituted a forewarning sign. The final triggering event corresponded to a snow-melt period with high water table, leading to fracturation around the key block.

On 18 April 1991, the key block finally failed, allowing subsidiary orthogneiss blocks to slide. They fell in turn over a period of several hours. The 9 May 1991, rockslide was the first of a series of expected future retrogressive re-equilibrium stages of the very fractured and decompressed paragneisses, which lie on the orthogneiss base cut by the 18 April event.

1 Introduction

1.1 The 1991 Randa rockslides

The steep western mountainside of the Mattertal (Switzerland), downstream from the village of Randa (10 km north of Zermatt), was the site on 18 April and 9 May 1991, of a two-stage rockslide with a total volume of 30 mio m$^3$ (Ischi et al., 1991; Noverraz and Bonnard, 1991; von Bidder, 1991; Pirocchi, 1992; Rouiller, 1992; Götz and Zimmermann, 1993; Schindler et al., 1993; Naturforschende Gesellschaft Oberwallis, 1995) (Fig. 1). Fortunately, there were no casualties, and no rock-avalanche deposits were produced because of the breaking up of the rock face into several individual blocks over a period of several hours (Schindler et al., 1993). On the contrary, a steep cone of debris was formed. The road and railway connecting Zermatt to the Rhône valley were interrupted. The debris cone dammed the Mattervispa River, creating a lake that flooded part of the settlement of Randa. To prevent the formation of a similar lake in the future, a
3 770-m-long bypass tunnel was bored through the western valley wall. This tunnel allows geotechnical observation of the bedrock, including 3-dimensional extrapolation of the positions of the fractures (Girod, 1999). Movements along the present scarp have been measured since 1991; they indicate the potential for new rockslide activity involving a few mio m$^3$ of material.

The geological and geotechnical investigations made during and after the 1991 events mainly involved management of the crisis, i.e. volume estimations, analysis of the monitoring results (Ischi et al., 1991; Pirocchi, 1992; Rouiller, 1992; Götz and Zimmermann, 1993), and small-scale geomechanical analysis of the 9th May rockslide (Wagner, 1991). A synthesis of data may be found in Schindler et al. (1993), in which the effects of alteration and triggering factors have been analyzed. Mineralogical alteration processes affecting the rock mass were investigated by Girod (1999). A 2-D numerical rock-stability model was developed by Ferrero et al. (1996).

1.2 “A posteriori” analysis

Analyzing recent landslides is very useful in understanding the main parameters to be considered for the detection of further slope instability. The Randa rockslides, for which terrestrial and aerial pictures, precise topographic maps, and digital terrain models (DTM) are available, provide an excellent opportunity for such an “a posteriori” analysis.

During this project, we made in situ observations, and interpreted photographic and topographic materials with the object of developing a 3-D geometrical model of the rock face as it was before the 1991 events. We then tried to understand the chronology of the pre-1991 destabilizing events in terms of the kinematic processes that led to the 1991 rockslides. To explain the “20th century slope failures”, the history of the Randa mountain slope must be considered since late- or post-glacial times. New insights on the pre-existing field conditions, the geometry of the unstable mass, the triggering mechanisms, and the kinematics of the Randa rockslides are presented.

2 Pre-existing field conditions

2.1 Steep slopes

Randa’s physical location is exceptional, in a valley that ranks among the deepest erosional incisions in the Alps. The village lies at an elevation of 1 400 m on the thalweg of a valley that is topped by two summits (Weisshorn, Dom) 11 km apart, with summit elevations of 4 500 m. From over 10 km distance downstream away from Randa, the western wall of this typical glacial valley ranges in steepness from 60° to vertical cliffs, 400 to 600 m high. This pronounced U-shaped morphology corresponds to the steep outcrops of an especially competent lithology: the Randa orthogneiss (Bearth, 1964). Because the dominant regional tectonic feature consists of a steep 30° axial trend westward, the eastern wall of the valley presents a dip-slope morphology, and is thus less steep and more uniform than the western wall.

2.2 Confluence of two glacial valleys

Several perched glacial cirques notch the western wall of the Mattertal. Generally, rock outcrops located downstream of the confluence between the tributaries and the main valley present two characteristics: (1) these mountain flanks underwent especially high confining pressures due to the joining of two glaciers during the glacial periods, as well as high decompression processes during late- or post-glacial periods, and (2) the range of slope orientations is wider in such outcrops than on a single valley’s wall, increasing the number of potential sliding surfaces on pre-existing discontinuities. The Randa unstable area is located on a ridge formed by the intersection of the Mattertal main valley and the Bisgletscher glacial cirque (Fig. 1).

2.3 Competent lithology

The lithology controls the steepness of the western wall of the Mattertal (Fig. 1): the Randa orthogneiss is a Permian porphyritic granite intruded as a pseudo-laccolith within the Pre-Permian paragneisses and the Permian metagreywackes of the Siviez-Mischabel nappe (Bearth, 1964; Thélin, 1987).
This granitic body has been affected by Alpine pervasive deformation. It appears to be a huge boudin, dipping westward, apparently 1 km thick and 20 km wide. Within this competent and homogenous body, fractures related to the Alpine deformations are more persistent and more developed than within the surrounding lithologies. This can be observed at map scale (Bearth, 1964). In the cliff above the village of Randa, the massive orthogneiss is directly overlain by paragneisses with minor, up to 10-m-thick bands of micaschist and orthogneiss.

2.4 Persistent fractures

Identification of persistent fracture lineaments was performed on terrestrial and aerial photographs, and on DTM from before, during, and after the 1991 events (Fig. 3).

Three main steep orthogonal fracture sets (designated J2, J5 and J6) were easily detected on aerial photographs. J2 and J6 were better developed within the Randa orthogneiss than within the overlying paragneisses, whereas J5 occurred more frequently and had a shorter average spacing within the paragneisses than in the orthogneiss. A single steep fracture with a East-West tending strike (J6') was easily recognizable on terrestrial views: this fracture delimited the northern border of the 18 April unstable mass. Two less-steep fracture sets (J3, J4) were more difficult to recognize on vertical views. They appeared as grassy ledges. The dip values of these fracture sets, obtained by dip-slope measurements, range from 45° to 60°. A single J3 fracture was the most prominent geologic structure on the cliff before the rockslides. On Fig. 2, this fracture appears clearly as a more than 500-m-long, persistent, 30° apparent-dipping discontinuity, cutting the base of the debris cone. The trend of the planar tectono-metamorphic fabric of the granitic body is 250/20, due to two or more sub-parallel greenschist facies schistosities. Parallel to this foliation, regularly spaced joints have developed and form a set of persistent discontinuities (S in Fig. 3). These joints possibly originated from decompression processes in response to rapid tectonic unloading.

At a smaller scale, six to ten discontinuity sets were found by statistical measurements of joints, mainly related to the mechanism of the 9 May rockslide (Wagner, 1991). Progressive opening of some of these fractures was monitored before and during the 9 May rockslide, allowing interpretation of the effective sliding surfaces and wedges (Ischi et al., 1991; Wagner, 1991).

All of these fractures were formed during late-Alpine
Fig. 4. 3-D geometrical model of the 18 April (red) and 9 May 1991 (turquoise blue), unstable masses. Three of the ten rock blocks forming the April failure have been removed for this diagram in order to expose the sliding surfaces (J3, violet; J4, red). The removed block at the lower right side acted as a key block. Due to the high density of fractures, the 9 May unstable mass broke into very small volumes; however, here it has been schematically divided into nine blocks.

Fig. 5. (a) Lower part of the scarp of the Randa rockslides after the 18 April and 9 May 1991, events. (b) Structural interpretation of Fig. 5(a): this part of the scarp, untouched by the second stage (9 May) event, exposes the detachment (blue, J6) and sliding (red, J4) surfaces of the 18 Aprilth rockslide. The basal sliding surface (violet, J3) is hidden by the debris cone. The roughness of these surfaces, tentatively correlated with the density of fractured rock bridges, is clearly higher on the lower right (northern) side of the scarp, and highlights the key status of this rock block. The sliding surface of the second stage of the rockslide, also hidden by scree, appears in the upper part of the photograph (photograph: J.-D. Rouiller, 1991).

3 3-D geometrical model of the 1991 rockslides

Using the most persistent discontinuities, observed and traced from the pre-rockslide topography to the successive scarps, a simplified 3-D deterministic model of the pattern of discontinuities was constructed for the entire Randa rock slope before the failure. This 3-D model assumes polyhedral geometries for the rock blocks. The coordinates of the summits of the polyhedrons were fixed, and the topology of the faces was built using the 3-D StudioMax 5.0 software (Discreet, 2002).

The 18 April 1991, rockslide (rockslide 1 in Fig. 4) has been modeled by ten blocks roughly delimited in the Randa orthogneiss with three surfaces: the basal J3 (030/30) surface, the rear near-vertical J6-J6’ (155/80) composite system, and the southern J2 (060/80) lateral surface. The southern half of the rock volume is divided by persistent J2 discontinuities, strongly marked on the original rock face (Fig. 2 a–b). Six prismatic blocks, with volumes ranging from 1 to 3 mio m$^3$ are distinguished. The northern half of the rock mass is dominated by less-persistent J4 discontinuities, that dip southeast. Four blocks are superposed on J4 basal surfaces. The lowest (i.e. “foot”) block of the northern part lays on the J3 basal fault, and hereafter will be referred to as the “key block” (Goodman and Shi, 1985).

The 9 May 1991, rockslide (rockslide 2 in Fig. 4) cut the paragneisses ridge with a complex geometry. The striking feature was a wide basal slip surface, now hidden by debris.
(Fig. 5, upper part), oriented 135/40, thus similar to the J4 discontinuity set, but probably consisting of a complex fracture relay system. An arch-shaped scarp was limited to the rear of the rock volume lying on this basal surface. Its southern side consisted mainly of a moderately dipping J2-like oriented surface. The head and the northern side of the scarp were composite surfaces due to traction on the highly fractured paragneisses. Nine blocks have been distinguished in this second-stage mass, divided by persistent joints observed on the original topography. Because of the density of fractures, the reliability of this model is less pertinent than the one of the 18 April rockslide.

This 3-D model led to the first volume estimation of the two events separately: 22.5 mio m$^3$ for the 18 April event and 7 mio m$^3$ for that of 9 May. Uncertainties about these volume estimates resulting from the simplified topographic surface do not exceed 10%. This fully independent volume characterization can be compared to that of Ischi et al. (1991), who calculated the difference between the two DTMs (before and after the two events) that provided a total volume for both events of 27 mio m$^3$. The result found by Ischi et al. could have be on the low side, because of the partial burial of the scarp beneath the debris cone.

4 Degrading mechanisms

Our simplified 3-D model uses fully discontinuous and free rock blocks. However this model is not accurate for the pre-rockslide situation, because the slope was in a relatively stable state during several thousand years before the failure. A part of the discontinuities used as boundary surfaces on the 3-D model were certainly discontinuous joints separated by cohesive rock volumes (rock bridges). This can be observed on the 18 April scarp (Fig. 5). Some parts of the surfaces were planar and smooth and corresponded to pre-existing fractures; other parts were rough and curved, probably due to the great number of fractured rock bridges.

Most of the rock bridges broke during the 18 April rockslide itself. However, some of the rock bridges should have broken before the major event, explaining the progressive deformations observed on the rock wall (see Sect. 5.2). Previous studies (Schindler et al., 1993; Ferrero et al., 1996; Girod and Thélin, 1998; Girod, 1999; Eberhardt et al., 2001) have already focused on two main degrading causes: seismicity and groundwater circulation.

4.1 Macroseismic activity

Previous macroseismic activity undoubtedly influenced the strength of the Randa rock slope. Indeed, the Brig-Visp-Stalden-Randa area is exposed to the strongest regional seismic hazard in Switzerland, with a mean probability of occurrence of about one VIII to IX MSK intensity earthquake for a 1000-year return period (Saegesser and Mayer-Rosa 1978; Wagner et al., 2000). The two latest strong earthquakes near Randa occurred in 1755 (epicentral location: Brig, 30 km northeast of Randa; estimated magnitude: 6.1) and 1855 (epicentral location: Visp-Stalden, 10–20 km north of Randa; estimated magnitude: 6.4) (Fig. 1) (data: Ecos, Swiss Seismological Service, http://seismo.ethz.ch). Historical chronicles confirm that many rockfalls occurred throughout the Mattertal during and immediately after the 1855 earthquake (Lenoir, 1949). Triggering effects of such energetic seismic waves on rock bridges are certain. Vertical accelerations seem to promote the formation of composite gliding surfaces by connecting adjacent joints; for example, vertical acceleration could have weakened the future failure surface for the 9 May rockslide.

4.2 Groundwater circulation

Groundwater circulation within the network of joints can act as a triggering mechanism by effects of chemical alteration and water pressure. The proposed hydrogeological model is schematic, because precise hydrogeological data are sparse (Girard, 1998; Girod, 1999). The slope failures were located on a ridge separating two drained flanks. The small infiltr-
tion area for groundwater supplying the network of joints in
the Randa cliff extends in elevation from 1 900 m to 2 400 m.
Opening of fractures by sagging processes around the old
scarp surface promoted high infiltration rate during snow-
melt periods (see Sect. 5.2). Temporary springs could clearly
be identified issuing from the rock face, (Figs. 2b and 8); these
springs could be correlated to the features of the 3-D model.
Within the unstable orthogneiss rock (Fig. 6), the wa-
ter drained mainly along the J6 and J2 subvertical joints, and
also along the southeast-dipping J4 joints, as revealed by the
oxidation spots on the surface of the present scarp. The gen-
tly dipping contact between the paragneisses and orthogneiss
acted as a permeability boundary. The basal J3 fault consti-
tuted an aquiclude, and gave rise to the main spring, located
at the intersection of J2 draining fractures.

Within the orthogneiss fractures, water circulation pro-
moted mineralogical alteration, as noted by observations in
the Mattervispa River bypass tunnel (Figs. 1 and 6) (Girod,
1999). Some of the draining faults were filled with gouge af-
fected by in situ alteration and precipitation of smectite min-
erals. A very low angle of internal friction can therefore be
postulated for the sliding surfaces of the 18 April rockslide,
especially for the basal J3 fault.

The other triggering factor due to groundwater circulation
consists of the hydraulic fracturing. Unfortunately, quanti-
tative data on the intensity, distribution, and evolution with
time of the water pressure within the fractured rock mass are
lacking (see Sect. 5.2 for discussion).

5 Post-glacial evolution of slope stability

The processes that finally led to the 1991 Randa rockslides
acted since retreat of the glaciers. Long periods of post-
glacial quiescence were disturbed by two or more episodes
of instability.

5.1 Pre-20th century episodes of instability

The old scarp in the paragneisses and the debris cone men-
tioned in Sect. 2.5 are of unknown age. This scarp corre-
sponds to one or more rockslide(s), with a total volume es-
imated at 10 mio m$^3$. It is unclear, whether or not a part of
the underlying orthogneiss was also involved in a process in
which the foot of the wall was removed (“loss of foot” pro-
cess). These events changed the topography, causing a weak-
ening of the paragneisses ridge and promoting groundwater
infiltration within the orthogneiss that forms the foot of this
ridge (Fig. 3).

The top of this old scarp later became unstable, and is still
collapsing with a slow sagging mechanism. A dismembered
mass of paragneisses, rock blocks and gravels-size debris
lay on the former gliding surface of the rockslide, between
1 800 m and 2 050 m elevation (identified as a rock avalanche
deposit on Bearth’s geological map, 1964). The total volume
of the mass has been estimated at 5 mio m$^3$, and its thickness
as much as 40 m.

## Fig. 7. Location of precursory events within the orthogneiss rock
year period of increasing rockfall activity culminated on the day
before the 18 April rockslide with the explosion-like failure of rock
slabs and sprays of water under pressure above the main spring.
17 April 1991. 5–6) 18 April, before the final failure.

Until the beginning of the 20th century, on the oldest avail-
able photographs, except for these superficial phenomena, only a few signs of activity within the perimeter of the fu-
ture 1991 rockslide are detectable. At the middle of the near-
vertical Randa orthogneiss cliff, a scarp resulting from the
failure of an overhang involving roughly 10 000 m$^3$ of rock
looked relatively fresh in a photography from 1910. At that
time, the forest at the foot of the cliff appeared to be moder-
ately impacted by rockfall. On all photographs, the two main
single persistent discontinuities can be observed: the J3 basal
fault that cut obliquely the base of the wall (Fig. 2a–b) and
the J6’ lateral border fracture.

5.2 Kinematics of the 20th century slope failure

### 1979–1991 precursory events

During the middle of the 20th century, increasing rockfall ac-
tivity affected the northern part of the orthogneiss rock face
(Figs. 2 and 7). Further acceleration of activity occurred in
1979, with the fall of some tens of thousands of cubic meters
of rocks from the upper middle part of the cliff. Rockfall ac-
tivity continued, spreading to the entire cliff, with particular
intensity on the northern part. As a result, the forest beneath
was almost totally destroyed before the 1991 rockslides oc-
curred.

### Stress and strain indicators, dynamic model

The deformations that occurred on the orthogneiss rock face
before the spring of 1991 are significant for the stress and
strain processes acting within the unstable rock mass (Fig. 8).
On one hand, the J2 persistent fractures bordering the pris-
events are frequent in this area, seismic activity is not con-
sidered to have been the ultimate triggering event.

A heavy snowmelt period occurred in the area a few days
before the 18 April rockslide. As all temporary springs were
active on the entire rock wall, water pressure undoubtedly
was at its annual maximum within the fissure system, and
probably promoted hydraulically assisted fracturing. How-
ever, some questions remain without answer: Was the high
water pressure of this time period an exceptional triggering
event that released the rockslide? Did the intense snow-melt
period, enhanced by warm wind (“foehn”) produce a higher
water pressure than usual? Did the sudden freezing period
(temperatures as low as −7°C) occurring the day before the
rockslide have an unknown triggering effect? Or was this
period an ordinary annual triggering event that acted on a
fractured unstable rock mass the strength of which was pro-
gressively reduced to point of failure?

The fracturing effects produced by water pressures had
been observed since the day before the 18 April rockslide
(Schindler et al., 1993) (Fig. 8). Three rock slabs thou-
sands of m³ in volume were ejected in turn above the zone
of the main springs, along a vertical trend corresponding to the
southern sheared limit of the key block. These explosion-like
fracturing events were followed by water sprays, suggesting
an hydraulic fracturing component. The fall of the upper rock
slab occurred 10 min before expulsion of the key block and
final collapse of the valley wall.

18 April 1991, rockslide

Observations of the 18 April 1991, rockslide phases, reported
by Schindler et al. (1993), were limited because of the cloud
of dust. However, it has been established that the key block
of the lower northern part of the valley wall broke loose first,
followed by the overlying rock blocks (Fig. 9a–b). The mul-
tistage process required half an hour for roughly 10 mio m³
to fail. The main mechanism of mobilization probably was slid-
ing along the J4 and J3 discontinuities, with shearing along the
J6’ single plane and detachment on J6 fractures. Breaking
up of the rock also was facilitated by J2 discontinuities and
joints parallel to the schistosity.

The southern large prismatic blocks temporarily remained
upright without the support of a buttress. They then failed in
turn during an ensuing one-hour period (Fig. 9c–e). Sliding
of the rock prisms along the basal J3 discontinuity and “foot
failure” seem to have been the two most efficient mecha-
nisms for this estimated 12 mio m³ part of the rockslide. Vol-
umes of paragneisses were also removed from the crown of
the slide, including part of the ancient sagging mass, which
caused an increase in the volume of dust. A later minor event
occurred on 22 April.

If the whole 22-mio-m³ volume of the 18 April rockslide
would have collapsed instantaneously, a rock-avalanche ex-
tending several kilometers downstream would certainly be
produced. Because individual rock blocks of several mio m³
fell down successively and presumably because of the rough-
ness of the previous debris cone, the final deposit was a new
huge steep debris cone. The mechanism of deposition was
also influenced by the rheological properties of the very com-
petent orthogneiss.

Fig. 8. Photograph of the orthogneiss wall on the evening before the
18 April rockslide. The apparent structures, springs, and zones of
ongoing fracturing are interpreted in terms of strain. The key block
at the lower right part of the unstable mass (orange coloured) un-
derwent shortening and expulsion along two vertical shear zones.
Explosion-like failure of rock slabs had already occurred in the
southern shear zone, above the main springs (stars). The prismatic
blocks at the upper left part of the unstable mass (blue coloured)
underwent extension parallel to the direction of the cliff, with open-
ing of the J2 discontinuities. The springs are situated mainly along
the intersection between the draining J2 fractures and the sealed J3

mastic rock blocks of the northern part of the unstable mass
were open and clearly suffered extension. On the other hand,
compression prevailed in the lower northern part, above the J3
persistent fault, as indicated by signs of fracturing of rock
slabs. A shear zone along the J6’ discontinuity also suffered
fracturing processes.

These observations, together with the 3-D geometrical
model, suggest the following dynamic interpretation. Before
the 18 April loss of equilibrium, the wide basal J3 fracture
had no cohesive resistance and only a weak angle of friction.
Prismatic blocks of rock divided by the J2 fractures under-
went extension parallel to the axis of the Mattertal, either
because of the stress exerted by the above disrupted sagging
masses of paragneisses or because of the shortening of the
northern part of the unstable rock mass. The northern part
of the rock mass clearly acted as a key block, affected by high
compressive stress (Fig. 8). Deformation was concentrated
at the base of the cliff, just above the J3 basal fracture, and
on both sides of the key block: on the J6’ lateral ramp on the
northern side and on a J2 vertically oriented shear zone on
the southern side, delineated by springs. These deformations
indicated a progressive expulsion of the key block toward the
valley.

Ultimate triggering event

Only micro-earthquakes ($M_w < 2$) were recorded for the
Randa area during the days before the 18 April 1991, rock-
slide (Schindler et al., 1993). As these low-energy seismic
events are frequent in this area, seismic activity is not con-

Not shown here.
Fig. 9. Time-dependent 3-D model of the 18 April 1991, Randa rockslide. (a) 18 April, 06:30 am to 07:00 am: expulsion and breaking off of the key block (volume approximately 5 mio m³). (b) Sliding of the superposed blocks on J4 discontinuities (volume approximately 5 mio m³). (c)–(e) 07:00 am to 10:00 am: progressive failure of the southern prismatic blocks, sliding on the J3 basal fracture (violet) (volume approximately 10 mio m³), and finally failure of the uppermost right corner (e, volume approximately 0.5 mio m³).

Fig. 10. Time-dependent 3-D model of the 9 May 1991, Randa rockslide. (f)–(i) 9 May, 06:30 pm to 09:00 pm: progressive failure of the broken up paragneisses mass (volume approximately 7 mio m³) on a sliding surface (f)–(g) and detachment from the arch-shaped crown (h)–(i).

These rocks bear medium to high strength (80–180 MPa uniaxial compressive strength; Girod, 1999), that led to a very heterogeneous granulometry of the debris, with a large amount of large blocks (up to one thousand m³ in volume). The location of the accumulation of debris indicates a main trajectory toward the northeast, in accordance with the sliding direction of the J3–J4 wedge. Schindler et al. (1993) calculated a total buckling coefficient for 18 April and 9 May rockslides of 1.190 to 1.215; they infer that voids due to
aperture of joints within the unstable mass before collapse reached 7 to 15% in volume. However, the lack of precise volume estimations of the 18 April rockslide, debris, dust, and reactivated sagging masses and scree, as well as the lack of a granulometric analysis of the debris cone (Couture et al., 1996) makes these values questionable. The final topographic change induced by the 18 April rockslide consisted of a near-vertical cut perpendicular to the direction of the ridge (Fig. 2c). The scarp exposed the lithological contact between the orthogneiss and the paragneisses, dipping gently southward. The paragneisses formed a triangle outcropping at the upper third of the rock face. At some locations, springs flowed from the contact, denoting the contrast in permeability between the two lithologies.

We made a qualitative estimate of the roughness of the detachment and sliding surfaces exposed at the scarp (Fig. 5). If this criterion can be correlated with the importance of the fracturing of rock bridges between pre-existing fractures, it clearly illustrates that the northern side of the unstable rock mass may have acted as a key block.

9 May 1991, rockslide
A warning system was installed the day after the 18 April rockslide (Ischi et al., 1991; Rouiller, 1992; Götz and Zimmermann, 1993; Schindler et al., 1993). Fracture openings and seismic measurements provided very useful results in anticipating the 9 May phase of the rockslides.

Once again, water-pressure-assisted fracturing could have acted as the ultimate triggering effect, as the 9 May rockslide was preceded by explosion-like activity and release of water under pressure above the pre-existing springs. The ongoing failure sequence took more time (about 3 h), and proceeded with smaller volumes than those of 18 April (Fig. 10f–i). The dismembering activity moved from the northern part of the future scarp, toward its center against the ridge, and at last towards the arch-shaped head of the scarp. The Randa orthogneiss was not affected by this second phase of the rockslide. The debris spread on the pre-existing scree, mainly towards east-southeast.

This rockslide event consisted of a retrogressive re-equilibrium of the slope. The ongoing global mechanism was fairly simple. The ridge formed by the paragneisses was truncated along a surface (135/40), whose trace on the 18 April scarp roughly coincided with the orthogneiss-paragneisses limit. This sliding surface, now hidden by scree, consisted of the J4 persistent fractures probably connected together by J2, J5 and J6 discontinuities. The detailed mechanisms of the successive rockfalls were more complex because small volumes were involved, as a result of the highly fractured rock mass including as many as ten sets of discontinuities. This high density of fractures resulted in a an arch-shaped geometry of the retrogressive scarp.

Present-day movement
The present-day monitoring of the open fractures above the scarp and the geodetic survey, show slow ongoing deformation, with a maximum speed of 1–2 cm per year (CREALP database). A new 2.5 mio-m³ unstable rock mass (Ischi et al., 1991; Eberhardt et al., 2001) indicates the existence of a retrogressive erosion process by propagation of the slope failure mechanism along the ridge of paragneisses. The geodetic displacement field is compatible with a sliding mechanism in the dip direction of the pseudo-J4 surface, which acted during the 9 May rockslide (Fig. 11).

6 Synthesis of the kinematics of the Randa rockslides
If our geometric, dynamic, and kinematic interpretations of the Randa rockslides are correct, then the characteristics and the evolution of this peculiar unstable area can be listed as follows:

- Glacial erosion created here a 500-m-high, near-vertical cliff, within a very competent lithology constituted by the Randa orthogneiss.
- A single, more than 500-m-long, persistent fault cut the orthogneiss rock face. Its dip (30°) and dip direction (030°) nearly parallel to the axis of the Mattetal (015°), the low angle of internal friction along its surface, and the presence of a continuous detachment system, all could help generate a rockslide. However, the sliding mechanism was forestalled by the existence of numerous rock bridges that separated the discontinuities on the northern side of the unstable mass; these rock bridges delimited a rock volume that acted as a key block.
Regional macroseismic activity and weathering of the orthogneiss along the fissure network slowly modified the mechanical properties of the sliding surfaces, and broke up the rock bridges. The progressive lowering of the friction angle of the sliding surfaces increased the stress acting on the key block.

The water infiltration capacity of the paragneisses extending above the unstable mass was increased by several "superficial" failures (rockslides, sagging, etc.).

The weathering of the gouge material in the basal fault produced in situ formation of smectites. As a consequence, the fault progressively acted as an impervious limit to groundwater flow, leading to an annual increase in the hydraulic head of the aquifer during the snowmelt periods. Repeated fracturing occurred along the shear zones that bordered the key block.

The final triggering event for the 1991 rockslides was the high water table of that spring. It has not been established if this was an exceptional snow-melt event, considering the instantaneous water supply (effect of a warm wind). On 18 April, the high water table led to an explosion-like fracturing of rocks and the expulsion of the key block, followed by sliding and “foot failure” of the other rocks blocks, involving an overall volume of roughly 22 mio m$^3$.

The re-equilibrium process of the slope began 20 days later on the overlying paragneisses. The 9 May rockslide (volume approximately 7 mio m$^3$) slid on a 40$^\circ$ dipping surface, cutting the ridge from the top of the stable massive orthogneiss upslope. This event may be considered as the first expression of the current regressive erosional process.

The duration of this chronological sketch can be synthesized as follows: (1) the seismic- and weathering-assisted degradation process took roughly 15 000 years; (2) the final mechanical weakening of the key block: roughly 20 years; (3) the ultimate fracturing and expulsion of this key block: 2 days; and (4) the collapse of the complex instability: 3 h. Re-equilibrium of the slope after the 18 April event began 20 days later, and will probably last for hundreds of years.

7 What can be derived to detect similar instabilities?

The Randa rockslides bear its own lithology and geometrical characteristics. Very similar cases can be found downstream on the western wall of the Mattertal (Rouiller et al., 1998), or in similar alpine contexts with intrusive bodies surrounded by paragneisses, such as the Val Pola landslide (Costa, 1991). But considering its complex structural pattern, Randa can hardly be considered as a “common model”. However, three main characteristics of the Randa unstable area can be of interest in the detection of further cases of instability in very large rock masses:

- In the European Alps, most of the very unfavorable structural configurations were probably activated soon after the retreat of the glaciers. However, a very persistent single fault of wide extension, cutting a competent lithology with a “unfavorable” orientation can easily form, together with a network of joints, a “latent” instability of large volume. A long period of seismic activity and weathering can precede the rockslide event.

- Unfavorable structural configurations frequently are locked by a key block of rock. Chemical, seismic, and mechanical processes can weaken these stressed rock masses to below the strength thresholds required for stability. The damage caused by the seismic and weathering processes are often subtle and cannot be detected. On the contrary, progressive fracturing along the shear zones, as well as the crushing of rocks within highly compressed zones, produce a high frequency of rockfall activity (resulting in presence of active scree deposits, damage to forests and infrastructures, etc.), which is useful in the detection of unstable areas;

- The role of water pressure as a theoretical triggering mechanism is often mentioned (Erismann and Abele, 2001), but poorly documented. In the case of the Randa rockslides, the impervious boundary formed by the wide basal fault allowed high water pressure to be concentrated around the key block, as shown by the spring system. Such hydrogeological behavior of faults can result directly from the existence of fine-grained fault gouge or from weathering of this fault gouge (Girod, 1999), which can lead both to decrease of the friction angle and to filling up of the void space along the fault.

Lessons of the Randa rockslides for the detection of future instabilities can roughly be summarized as: “presence of a large structural unfavorable configuration + increase in rockfall activity + highly variable water table = danger”. The temporal aspect of the forewarning signs must be emphasized: the detectable high rockfall activity associated with fracturing in the vicinity of the key block lasted roughly 20 years. This is an encouraging example for risk management, but is not of statistical significance.

In addition, the tentative reconstruction of the kinematics of the rockslide shows that this type of instability involving a large rock mass volume with a complex geometrical pattern cannot be studied, whether “a posteriori” or “a priori”, without a 3-D analysis.
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